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Congratulations! By the finish of the training course, you will not have a head filled with useless
information that you will soon forget like you do with additional books... Every chapter is made
to be completed in one week and it'll give you a "Some tips about what to do next" set of action
methods to complete. It really is a full-fledged 12 week Urban Survival Program that may walk
you through the process of getting prepared for urban survival. This book is different than
additional survival books.actually if leaving the town isn't an option! You're about to learn
insider secrets to survive disasters, pandemics, financial collapse, and breakdowns in civil order.
Rather, you'll have dozens of new practical urban survival skills that will be hard wired into the
human brain so you will be able to react immediately and use them without hesitation. "Urban
Survival Guide" is a must have for prepared families who might have to survive disasters in
urban areas.
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Product description is method off! Well, I was very excited to understand this book. Need to
Read Very good good sense guide to being prepared.the electric venturing out for some hours is
one thing but prolong that out to couple of weeks and you begin to understand that the time to
build up an organized plan is NOW .!The Bad:-Spelling and grammar errors. This book is crucial
buy regardless of your geographical area in the city, town, or country side.. I give it a four stars
because It could have use even more details/information in each section. It seemed that the
publication was too short and it is a small book. The binding is horrible, to no fault of the writer,
it started falling aside the moment I opened the book and started flipping webpages to skim
through it. I noticed that some of the other reviews speak of pamphlets or booklets what I
received from amazon primary is neither of these. Its one book about three hundred plus web
pages. I did give it 1 star because when you lower out all the mess and BS there can be an OK
quantity of useful issues the newbie or intermediate prepper will see useful, and you have to
put at least 1 star any ways. Actually the most experienced person will still find out something
here.-Easy to learn; An absolute must have for the start prepper or novice.. Very disappointed
Great info but awful binding. I believe the content needs to be a little more in-depth given the
nature of this issue. Not overly distracting, just mildly annoying. I'd expect better given the price
of this publication.-The author repeatedly references his website to find out more, and
constantly promotes his Urban Survival Program (not free). There are a few factors where he
leaves you hanging lest you have a look at his website. Once again, annoying.-Info, even within a
chapter, tends to bounce around a bit, and could go a lot more into detail.In case you are not
used to the "Urban Survival" subject, then this reserve will be great, however, if you have go
through any other survival books, or watched Youtube survival videos you might only take away
a few new points.In my opinion, this book wouldn't be worth 5 stars also if the problems were
resolved. I caught around ten spelling and/ or grammatical errors without even looking for them.
I would've trained with 3.5 stars if I could have, rather than 4. Resolve all the issues and it might
be 4. They won't entertain the thought that in our life time just how of life we have now enjoy
could be altered beyond reputation and essentially stop working.That's my 2 cents. Be Prepared
While one cannot reside in fear it is an excellent motivator. Morris but I and my children
members (who've received this reserve as something special) will be better ready for having this
publication inside our collection...(think Katrina or the very recent extensive tornado damage in
the south)..5 solid stars... Get it shortly, before it runs out...!.. on steroids. You won't learn to tie
knots as it's main worth is that it can help one to plan short and lengthy term disruptions in our
daily lives ...... Instead of getting one book which includes a 12 week course of preparing your
loved ones, I essentially got four pamphlets on different survival topics.......... Belongs on any
survivalist bookshelf, essential read for outdated timers.it forces someone to think and perhaps
produce some preparations.Hardly any of us have the life connection with Mr Morris so to get
access to this kind of information written in a straight forward manner is a resource never to be
overlooked. May have a better chance once TSHTF, but not now credited to insufficient interest,
works better for a large home to see an attack coming....we've never had to take into account it
(normalcy bias).I will never possess the skills of Mr. Being prepared for disruptions to the
machine or disasters,both organic and man made, is not a foolish endeavor.......you should have
one also.. Many people have problems with normalcy bias: because something hasn't happened
before it could not ever happen...... GREAT Worth..-At the end of each chapter the writer recaps
the important factors and gives the reader suggestions for homework to help make the lesson
more memorable..... cash well spent. Yet another publication "cut/copied/pasted" from the
internet.. The author is well educated in this subject matter and provides great realistic right



down to earth advice...... This book is similar to having a conversation with "That guy" most of us
try to avoid but appear to bump into anyways at the number, Gun show, surplus store etc. You
understand the ones im talking about, The "armchair Tactical" types that still live with there
parents and believe movies are credible resources of information! The majority of the
introduction is a huge advertisement. The writer try's to make you sign up for his classes, refers
his friends and the providers they offer etc. There is absolutely no real flow to the layout, and
the writer has a hard time sticking with the given subject matter bouncing back and forth or
removing on a rant and not getting back to the material of the given subject before ending the
chapter, Many times the writer ends the chapter with a reference to a web web page to learn
more about the topic. Half of the reserve is *do not really try this* posted after he has a "to
accomplish" list, or pointing out a product and all the good things about it and stating that he
nor his family will ever use it and give little to no reason. The writer also lists Twitter and
Facebook as alternate types of communication(WTF?.?). I put the reserve down when the writer
stated that if somebody is following you should "put in different color contact lenses, or shave
your beard, or install hair extensions, etc. to throw off your follower. REALLY? This is simply not
everything what the description says and I’m likely to return it.?! Great book for the Neo-Urban
Survivalist THE NICE:-The author puts in a lot of good info pertaining to the subject, and uses
examples of survival situations as recent as Hurricane Katrina... Think of it as a updated family
version of a Boy Scout manual.... An improved book on the subject that a lot of individuals
support that have written reviews here on Amazon can be Ragner Benson's "Ragner's urban
survival" That is a more informative book for anybody wanting to find out more about
SERIOUSLY prepping in and urban environment. But I Wish I didn't waste materials my money on
this book....... no level needed..you may do not have to implement your plan but much like
owning a fire extinguisher it makes sense to be ready . that is the true value of the book..FAST
SHIPPING..... GREAT VALUE...FAST Delivery.David Morris's book, Urban Survival Guide, is certainly
book which should be in every home.... May have a better chance once TSHTF Lot of
commonsense techniques, some I found unrealistic anticipations for my children. With many
lists, suggestions for equipment, survival techniques etc the reader is taken to the realization
that many of us simply aren't prepared for a lot of anything. However when I got it Personally i
think like I acquired scammed or something. Four Stars good Five Stars Great for Preppers and
the otherwise paranoid, Good common sense survival advice.
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